MEMBERSHIP FORM

Please complete the following application form for your entity to be considered for membership of the ARA.

**Focal Points**

Name of two (2) Focal Points for engagement with the ARA. The Focal Points will be the points of contact for information:

Primary Focal Point name:

Primary Focal Point email address:

Secondary Focal Point name:

Secondary Focal Point email address:

**Details of the entity**

Entity name:

Location of entity’s head office country:

Location of entity’s head office continent:

Do you consider your entity’s region to be classified as Global North or Global South?

- Global North
- Global South

Which status does your entity fall under (see this World Bank resource for further guidance):

- Low-income country
- Lower-middle-income country
- Upper-middle-income country
- High-income country

Type of entity (select one):

- NGO
- Funder
- International organisation
- Research or educational institute
• Government Institution
• Private sector entity
• Think tank
• Other

Activity sectors:
• Water
• Agriculture
• Finance
• Disaster risk management
• Social Protection
• Education/Training/Capacity development
• Infrastructure/Urban planning
• Weather and Climate services
• Health
• Environment/ Ecosystems
• Other

Does your entity have a governing body?
• Yes
• No

Describe the nature of your entity’s governing body (25 words max):

Briefly describe the mission & goals of the entity. (100 words max):

Describe the entity’s activities. (100 words max):

Describe the work on climate change adaptation and resilience that your entity has engaged in and any impacts of the work on policy, people, or the state of knowledge. (100 words max):

Explain what benefits your entity will bring to the ARA and what it hopes to gain from membership. (100 words max):

**Entity’s online presence**

Entity website (if applicable):

*Note: If your entity has no online presence, you may be asked to submit a signed reference letter from an ARA member or relevant entity that works within climate adaptation.*

Entity Twitter (if applicable):

Entity LinkedIn (if applicable):

Does your entity agree to have its logo publicly shared on the ARA website and social media channels?
Commitment statement

Briefly explain why & how your entity aligns with the ARA’s mission and what its expectations of membership are (refer to How to become a member for more info). (100 words max):

Can the ARA share this commitment statement publicly via social media, the ARA website, and other similar forms of communication if your entity is approved as a member?

- Yes
- No

Does your entity understand and endorse the ARA mission and the Adaptation Research for Impact Principles?

- Yes
- No

Authorisation:

By submitting this form, you certify that you are authorised to make this commitment on behalf of your entity.

SUBMIT